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Abstract

We show that high-rate Global Positioning System (GPS) can have a vital
role to play in near-real-time monitoring of potentially destructive earthquakes. We do
this by investigating the potential of GPS in recording strong ground motions from
earthquakes in Switzerland and Japan. The study uses finite-fault stochastic groundmotion simulation based on Fourier amplitude spectra and duration models previously
developed for both countries, allowing comparisons in terms of both Fourier and timedomain characteristics (here, the peak ground velocity [PGV]).
We find that earthquakes of magnitude M w > 5:8 can be recorded by GPS in real
time at 10 km distance, that is, their Fourier spectrum exceeds the noise of the instruments enough to be used in strong-motion seismology. Postprocessing of GPS time
series lowers the noise and can improve the minimum observable magnitude by
0.1–0.2. As GPS receivers can record at higher rates (> 10 Hz), we investigate which
sampling rate is sufficient to optimally record earthquake signals and conclude that a
minimum sampling rate of 5 Hz is recommended. This is driven by recording events at
short distances (below 10 km for magnitude 6 events and below 30 km for magnitude
7 events).
Furthermore, the maximum ground velocity derived from GPS is compared with
the actual PGV for synthetic signals from the stochastic simulations and the 2008
M w 6.9 Iwate earthquake. The proposed model, confirmed by synthetic and empirical
data, shows that a reliable estimate of PGV for events of about magnitude 7 and
greater can be basically retrieved by GPS in real time and could be included, for
instance, in ShakeMaps for aiding postevent disaster management.

Introduction
In earthquake engineering, understanding the seismic
ground motion at intermediate and long periods (T > 0:5 s)
is useful to estimate the nonlinear response of large structures, such as long bridges or tall buildings, to earthquakes
(Cauzzi and Faccioli, 2008). Among the available intensity
measures (IMs) describing ground motion, peak ground
velocity (PGV) is popular and relates to intermediate periods
(0.5–3 s, Bommer and Alarcon, 2006; Bradley, 2012). PGV
correlates well with damage to structures and macroseismic
intensity (Faenza and Michelini, 2010; Lesueur et al., 2013)
and therefore it has been adopted as the main parameter used
in ShakeMap for conversion of instrumental ground motion
to macroseismic intensity (Worden et al., 2010; Cauzzi et al.,
2015). It is also a good indicator of the occurrence of soil
liquefaction (Orense, 2005) and damage to particular infrastructure, such as pipe networks (Jeon and O'Rourke, 2005).
Although neglected in the last decades, most recent ground*Also at Mathematical Physical Geodesy (MPG), ETH Zurich, RobertGnehm-Weg 15 8093 Zürich, Switzerland.

motion prediction equations (GMPEs) now predict PGV
(Akkar et al., 2014). Although some GMPEs include longperiod broadband records (Cauzzi and Faccioli, 2008), a general lack of data at long periods means that such models are
still not able to accurately predict the associated IMs. This
lack of data is due to the limited number of high-quality
long-period recordings in the near field of large earthquakes.
This is because weak-motion broadband seismometers saturate at 1:3 cm=s, a value routinely exceeded in the near field
of even moderate M w 4 earthquakes (Hauksson et al., 2001),
and strong-motion accelerometers have unstable performance at long periods (Bommer and Alarcon, 2006; Cauzzi
and Faccioli, 2008; Cauzzi et al., 2015; Ibrahim et al., 2016).
Indeed, depending on the quality of the site and the installation, modern strong-motion stations may provide very accurate long-period records of earthquakes, though any tilting
or rotation associated with the ground motion will make the
record difficult to interpret at long periods. To date, no
GMPE includes long-period records collected by Global
Positioning System (GPS) networks.
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Today, the standard sampling rate of
Table 1
Global Navigation Satellite Systems
Parameters Used to Define the Earthquake Fourier Amplitude Spectrum
(FAS) for Japan and Switzerland
(GNSS) receivers is 1 Hz with some
receivers capable of up to 100 Hz (HäberParameter
Switzerland
Japan
ling et al., 2015). Displacement time series
Source
Brune (1970)
Brune (1970)
up to 10 Hz have proven to be reliable and
Stress drop (MPa)
6.3
10
could be streamed in real time (Genrich
κ
0:000238R ! 0:017
0:000238R ! 0:022
R−1:25 (R < 50 km)
Geometrical decay R−1:29 (R < 20 km)
and Bock, 2006; Avallone et al., 2011).
−0:59
R
(20
<
R
<
140
km)
R−1:13 (50 < R < 110 km)
Häberling et al. (2015) showed that be−1:02
(R > 140 km)
R−1:67 (R > 110 km)
R
yond this rate, signal autocorrelation could
take place. 1 Hz GPS recordings have been
used to detect motions of the Earth’s surface associated with
Fourier domain), not in the sense of recording a particular
seismic-wave propagation (Larson et al., 2003; Houlié et al.,
phase of the earthquake signal. We further derived wave2011; Kaloop and Rabah, 2016), for earthquake early warnforms and peak amplitudes from these ground-motion moding (Allen and Ziv, 2011; Bock et al., 2011), to invert for
els to estimate what proportion of PGV could be retrieved by
coseismic slip of large (M w > 6) events (Miyazaki et al.,
GPS and the impact of sampling frequency on this parameter.
2004; Miyazaki and Larson, 2008; Rhie et al., 2009; Houlié
et al., 2014), to constrain seismic moment magnitude (MelData and Models
gar et al., 2015), and to record the Earth’s normal modes
(Mitsui and Heki, 2012), or simply coseismic offsets (Larson
Stochastic Ground-Motion Models
et al., 2003). Psimoulis et al. (2014) showed that it is posStochastic earthquake ground-motion simulation techsible to establish maximum ground velocity (MGV) maps at
long periods (T > 3 s) using high sampling rate GPS data
niques (Boore, 2003) have been widely used to develop regionally calibrated strong ground motion datasets in regions
collected during the 2011 Tohoku-Oki megathrust event.
of low-to-moderate seismicity (Atkinson and Boore, 2006;
Some deep basins in Japan with a fundamental period of
3 s or more showed large amplifications of the long-period
Rietbrock et al., 2013; Cauzzi et al., 2015). They are based
on combining earthquake Fourier amplitude spectrum (FAS)
ground motion during the Tohoku-Oki event, which are not
models with shaking duration models upon the assumption
taken into account by commonly used high-frequency amplification proxies such as V S30 . Although GMPEs established
of random phase acceleration signals (Hanks and Mcguire,
for Japan (Zhao et al., 2006) showed acceptable results for
1981). Extended fault models with distributions of discrete
this event, they have been developed without using any data
point sources have been used to better model the low-frefor earthquakes in this magnitude range with such large
quency radiation (Motazedian and Atkinson, 2005) includamplitudes at long periods. Considering that the closest seising directivity.
mic records were onshore at ∼75 km from the epicenter, the
The advantage of stochastic techniques is that they are
high-frequency ground motions were already attenuated
based on simple seismological models accounting for source,
when reaching the coastline of Japan. Psimoulis et al.
path, and site effects. They are therefore very computation(2014) showed that the 5% damped pseudospectral accelerally efficient. In fact, because many source parameters (e.g.,
ation (PSA) at 3 s retrieved with GPS was the same as that
hypocenter on the fault plane, slip distribution) are a priori
retrieved with the accelerometric network, which is a further
unknown, then simple point-source models with geometrical
indication of the capability of GPS data for such events. Beadjustments for finite-fault effects provide, on average, the
cause the study of Psimoulis et al. (2014) was based on 1 Hz,
same results as models that discretize the fault plane (Atkinit was unclear how much of PGV could have been captured
son et al., 2009; Boore, 2009). For this study, stochastic simby the GNSS Earth Observation Network System (GEOulation models developed for Switzerland (Edwards and Fäh,
NET) running at a higher sampling rate. In the present study,
2013) and Japan (Poggi et al., 2013) have been used. In the
we investigate whether high-rate GPS records are able to, and
first part of the study, these models are compared with GPS
how reliably they can, quantify “true” broadband PGV. We
noise spectra. Both models have FAS that are calibrated
also determine what sampling rate is optimal to capture the
based on regional seismicity. The parameters controlling the
widest range of signal, while not recording sensor noise.
FAS model are stress parameter (Atkinson and Beresnev,
In this article, we first quantified the capabilities of GPS
1997), anelastic attenuation κ (Anderson and Hough, 1984),
to record ground motion in terms of event size and distance
and geometrical decay. The parameters used to define the
to the source by comparing stochastic ground-motion simuFAS models are given in Table 1. Moreover, Edwards and
lation models for Switzerland and Japan (Edwards and Fäh,
Fäh (2013) propose a duration model that depends on mag2013; Poggi et al., 2013) with GPS noise obtained with difnitude and distance. It is used to convert from FAS to power
ferent sampling rates and processing software. Recording
spectral density (PSD, see the Computation of the PSD Speccapability is meant here in the sense of engineering seismoltra from Time Series section). To include vertical FAS, we
ogy (high signal-to-noise ratio [SNR] for the amplitude in the
implemented the model of Edwards, Poggi, and Fäh
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(2011) which combined Swiss and Japanese data to provide a
model of the vertical-to-horizontal (V/H) spectral ratio at
rock sites for both FAS and response spectra. The model uses
the quarter-wavelength shear-wave velocity to determine
site-specific estimates of V/H. The computations are performed at the reference rock for Switzerland (Poggi et al.,
2011) and Japan (Poggi et al., 2013), respectively, because
typical GPS stations are located at rock sites.
These ground-motion models provide ground motion
for known reference conditions, and they are based on seismological models and calibrated on data. However, calibration datasets remain limited and stochastic ground-motion
models are based on simple rupture models that limit their
accuracy for large magnitude events (maximum studied magnitude M w 7.5) and at long period (maximum period for
calibration: ∼2 s, with longer periods relying on the physics
of the rupture). All considered magnitudes in this article are
moment magnitude M w .
In a second part of the study, we combined the FAS and
duration models for Switzerland (Edwards and Fäh, 2013) to
generate synthetic stochastic waveforms to study PGV. The
stochastic simulation method, as summarized by Boore
(2003), has been shown to be successful at predicting strong
ground motion peak amplitudes in various applications (peak
ground acceleration [PGA], PGV, PSA, etc.; Atkinson and
Assatourians, 2015; Goulet et al., 2015). We used the
approach of Motazedian and Atkinson (2005) that uses a discretized point-source fault model with dynamic corner
frequencies. The method takes a base seismological model
for estimating the FAS of earthquake recordings: source type
of the subfaults (Brune, 1970) and their stress parameter, the
attenuation of energy through the crust (Q, geometrical
spreading), and site amplification and attenuation κ0 (Anderson and Hough, 1984). The crustal and site-specific attenuation characteristics for Switzerland are detailed in Edwards,
Fäh, and Giardini (2011). Stress parameters of 3, 6, and
12 MPa (Cauzzi et al., 2015) were used to account for epistemic uncertainties in the source type, whereas κ 0 (Anderson and Hough, 1984) of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 s were used to
account for variations in site attenuation characteristics. It is
possible to vary other seismological parameters, but κ 0 and
stress parameter are the most sensitive terms and can be
used to account for epistemic uncertainty in extrapolating
to large magnitude events (Drouet and Cotton, 2015;
Bommer et al., 2016)—which allows us to cover a realistic
range of scenarios. Events with Mw 5.5–7.5 were simulated
in 0.5 magnitude unit intervals at 5, 10, and 15 km depth,
with appropriate fault dimensions (Wells and Coppersmith,
1994). The hypocenter location and slip of scenario earthquakes were randomized and synthetic waveforms were
generated. Simulations were produced at distances of 2, 5,
10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 km from the center of the
surface projection of the fault strike at 0° (fault parallel), 45°,
and 90° azimuth.
The seismicities of Switzerland and Japan are different,
so the range of magnitudes and distances of interest for our
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study are also different. In Switzerland, the maximum magnitude in the earthquake catalog is M w 6.6, whereas M w 6.0
events are expected every century (Fäh et al., 2011). The
GPS network has interstation distances in the order of 30 km
so that we can expect recordings at distances shorter than
15 km. Maximum distances of 200 km are considered in the
model of Edwards and Fäh (2013), which corresponds
roughly to the size of the country. In Japan, the maximum
studied magnitude is limited by the FAS model of Poggi
et al. (2013), for which ground motion modeled for magnitudes larger than 7.5 are not reliable. The Japanese network
extends also over a much larger distance, with recordings of
the Tohoku-Oki earthquake at 1000 km distance and with a
30 km spacing.
GPS Noise Data
We computed noise spectra of GPS displacement time
series established using various software packages (Bernese, GAMIT, and RTKLIB), GPS datasets from different
networks (GNSS Earth Observation Network System
[GEONET]; International GNSS Service [IGS]; and station
GBN, part of a temporary network deployed in Greece), and
processing modes (precise point positioning [PPP], double
difference [DD], and real-time kinematic [RTK]) to reveal
the noise characteristics for the various processing options.
PPP solutions using PPP-Bernese (Dach et al., 2015) and
RTKLIB (Takasu et al., 2007) software could have been
implemented in near-real-time, as RTNet (Rocken et al.,
2004) time series of the Tohoku-Oki event, using orbit and
clock products available in real time (i.e., ultra-rapid products) for the GPS data processing. GAMIT solutions
however would require some development (such as distribution of processing load) to be computed in near-real-time.
One set of solutions (station GBN, Table 2) is measured
at 10 Hz, whereas all others are 1 Hz recordings taken
before the 2011 Tohoku-Oki and the 2003 Tokachi-Oki
(Hokkaido) earthquakes. The 10 Hz dataset allows characterization of the noise of very high-rate GPS data, relative to
1 Hz time series. Characteristics of each GPS dataset are
presented in Table 2.
Before going into the details of the data noise analysis, it
is useful to highlight differences between the processing
techniques. We used both differential processing (RTK and
DD) and PPP, and we expect that different techniques would
give slightly different results depending on the processing
technique used. RTK and DD are differential processing
techniques that allow the removal of common errors (ionosphere/troposphere status, orbits errors, clocks errors) over a
network. In both cases, the satellite and receiver clock errors
are canceled out completely, whereas the orbit errors, ionosphere contribution (all data of L1/L2 type), and troposphere
uncertainties are minimized (proportional to the distance between the reference and rover). In applications of GPS in
seismology, usually more than two reference stations are
selected, which are far from the epicenter and not affected
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by the seismic motion. For instance, for the DD solution of
the 2003 Tokachi-Oki earthquake, GPS stations located more
than 1200 km away from the epicenter that did not experience motions larger than noise level (Kelevitz et al., 2017).
Finally, the difference between RTK and DD is that RTK
refers to a real-time processing mode, whereas DD is a postprocessing strategy. In postprocessing, the most accurate
orbit, ionosphere, and other parameters can be obtained from
the IGS, which combines solutions of other GNSS analysis
centers (e.g., CODE, GFZ) and provides the highest quality
products (Dow et al., 2009) about two weeks after the recording of the data. In contrast, during real-time processing, these
parameters are not available and only a priori models and
approximate information (i.e., broadcast or ultra-rapid products) are used.
The PPP method, however, uses only one station at a
time, and therefore the receiver clock bias has to be estimated
every epoch as an unknown parameter. For the case of seismic time histories, where we focus on the high-frequency
component of the GPS data, the troposphere and orbits are
evolving much slower than the ground motion (Houlié et al.,
2016) and they are expected to play a minor role in the precision of the retrieved GPS time series.
Because of the different processing techniques, environmental conditions (including multipathing and troposphere state during experiments), and satellite geometry
(Houlié et al., 2011), the noise level for each dataset is different (see Fig. 1). The Tokachi-Oki dataset is the most accurate and least noisy dataset because it has been processed
with a DD approach (Houlié et al., 2011) using final orbit/
clock products. We do not expect to see significant
differences in DD mode as implemented in GAMIT, Bernese (Dach et al., 2015), or GIPSY software. Therefore, only
GAMIT noise time series are presented to represent the
postprocessing mode. The RTK GEONET, PPP GEONET,
and GBN solutions are less accurate, as they are either processed in actual real-time conditions (RTK GEONET) or
postprocessed in a manner simulating real-time conditions,
using the orbit/clock products available for real-time applications. Furthermore, the higher noise of the 10 Hz data
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Figure 1. Comparison of displacement spectra of Global
Positioning System (GPS) noise series and magnitude 5–6.5 earthquakes at 20 km distance using the Swiss stochastic model
(Edwards and Fäh, 2013) for the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical
component. The shaded area corresponds to the full range (minimum–maximum of the noise from the 847 precise point positioning [PPP] processed records from the Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) Earth Observation Network System [GEONET]). Dashed lines correspond to the mean " one standard
deviation. Real-time kinematic (RTK) 10 Hz, RTK GEONET,
and GAMIT International GNSS Service (IGS) mean values in
the upper plot correspond approximately to noise levels of 14, 2,
and 1.2 mm, respectively. The high-noise model for strong-motion
(SM) stations (Cauzzi and Clinton, 2013) is the high-noise SM
line. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
relative to 1 Hz GPS data is probably due to the correlated
GPS data for high frequencies (i.e., > 1 Hz; Häberling et al.,
2015) and the noise of the GPS receiver deployed at
the site.

Table 2
Description of the Global Positioning System (GPS) Time Series Used to Compute Noise Spectra
Dataset

GBN
RTK GEONET
PPP GEONET
GAMIT IGS

Context

Greece; quiet
environment
Japan; before 2011
Tohoku-Oki
Japan; before 2011
Tohoku-Oki
Japan; before 2003
Tokachi-Oki

Number of
Stations

Date
(yyyy/mm/dd)

Duration
(hr)

Sampling Rate
(Hz)

Processing
Strategy

Real Time

Software

1

2014/09/15

2.5

10

RTK

Simulated

414

2011/03/11

4

1

RTK

Yes

RTKLIB (Takasu
et al., 2007)
RTNet

847

2011/03/11

3

1

PPP

Simulated

10

2003/09/24

1.5

1

DD

No

BERNESE (Dach
et al., 2015)
GAMIT (Herring
et al., 2015)

DD, double difference; GEONET, GNSS Earth Observation Network System; GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite Systems; IGS, International GNSS
Service; PPP, precise point positioning; RTK, real-time kinematic.

Computation of the PSD Spectra from Time Series
The PSD of the GPS noise records is computed using the
Welch (1967) method, that is, by computing the average
squared Fourier transform of tapered windows normalized by
their length. The window size was set to 200 s, which was
found to be a good trade-off between the extent in the period
range and the accuracy of the average spectrum for the available length of time series (longer than 5400 s; Table 2). A
minimum number of 27 windows are therefore available.
Periods for which at least 20 cycles are present in a window
(i.e., up to 10 s here) are interpreted. The PSDs are then
smoothed using the method of Konno and Ohmachi (1998)
with a smoothing parameter of 30. For the horizontal components in the following studies, we use the geometric mean.
To be able to compare acceleration models with
displacement noise recordings, the conversion from displacement to acceleration (or vice versa) of the FAS is performed
by multiplying, or respectively dividing, by #2πf$2, in which
f denotes the frequency. The FAS as defined by Edwards and
Fäh (2013) is the two-sided Fourier transform, which requires therefore an adjustment of a factor of 2 when computing the corresponding PSD. The PSD values are represented
in decibels (dB) as PSDdB % 10 log10 #PSD$ % 10 log10
(2FAS2 =d) with d denoting duration, as obtained from the
duration model.

Results
Intrinsic Capability of GPS Recordings
We compare the Fourier spectra of the GPS noise recordings with the FAS models for Switzerland (Fig. 1) and Japan
(Fig. 2) for typical magnitudes and distances (Switzerland:
magnitude 5–6.5, 20 km distance; Japan: magnitude 5.5–7,
100 km distance). Horizontal and vertical components are
studied for the Swiss case (Fig. 1). Unlike classical noise comparisons in acceleration, the comparison is performed in displacement units to better accentuate the performance of
the GPS.
GPS Noise Levels. Noise of real-time GPS–PPP time series
is represented in Figures 1 and 2 by the shaded area that
covers the range of the PPP solutions for 847 simultaneous
recordings from the Japanese network. It shows a high variability of nearly 20 dB (one order of magnitude). The mean
value is located in the lower part of the zone, and one standard deviation is bounded by 6 dB (about a factor of 2),
which indicates that the distribution is not symmetric: proportionally fewer recordings have large noise values. Both
the distribution of the PPP and RTK solutions are almost
identical (5% difference on the mean value) in the horizontal and vertical directions. As expected, the vertical noise is
higher than the horizontal. The noise level of the 10 Hz dataset processed with RTK is located in the range of the PPP
processing but in the higher part for the horizontal direction
(close to the mean for the vertical). Figures 1 and 2 confirm
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Figure 2. Comparison of displacement spectra of GPS noise
series and magnitude 5.5–7 earthquakes at 100 km distance using
the Japanese stochastic model (Poggi et al., 2013) for the horizontal
components. The shaded area corresponds to the full range (minimum–maximum of the noise from the 847 PPP processing from the
GEONET. Dashed lines correspond to the mean " one standard
deviation. The high-noise SM line represents the high-noise model
for strong-motion stations (Cauzzi and Clinton, 2013). The color
version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
that the noise is nearly flat in displacement over the period
range, even for higher sampling rates. The postprocessed
dataset (GAMIT IGS) shows significantly reduced noise
levels (5 dB) in the horizontal direction and extremely reduced noise in the vertical direction (about 20 dB). The
variability (standard deviation) is comparable to the PPP
but with a symmetric distribution, which means that the few
high noise recordings present in the PPP dataset are absent
in the GAMIT dataset.
GPS has a relatively flat noise level in displacement over
the period (T) range, which means that the GPS noise in
velocity is proportional to 1=T and to 1=T 2 in acceleration.
The estimation of the PSD is limited at long periods by the
window size chosen for the computation, itself limited by the
recording duration: we do not consider periods with less than
20 cycles in the time window, that is, 10 s here. At short
periods, the PSD estimation is limited by the Nyquist frequency. The noise in the period range where the PSD is reliable, as previously defined, can therefore be approximated
with a linear function in log–log scale. We assume that this
linear function would extend for longer (if longer noise windows would be used) and shorter periods (if higher sampling
rates were used). This assumption has been verified by taking
longer time windows and recordings with higher sampling
rate.
The high noise model for strong-motion stations of
Cauzzi and Clinton (2013) is shown in Figures 1 and 2 to
compare the capabilities of high-quality accelerometers.
They indicate even a badly performing strong-motion sensor
should be more sensitive than GPS at periods at least up to
50 s. In practice though, strong-motion records are contaminated by tilting that greatly increase long-period noise. Careful installation of the strong-motion sensor can avoid local
site tilting of the sensor itself or its housing induced by
the strong motion, but rotation and tilt associated with the
strong ground motion itself cannot easily be removed. Many
strong-motion recordings of the Tohoku-Oki event, for
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Figure 3. Recording capability of GPS in real-time mode (PPP processing, mean noise level) for (a) Switzerland and (b) Japan. The
darker zone is sufficiently recorded by 1 Hz sampling rate GPS, whereas increasing the sampling rate (up to 5 Hz) would be useful to better
record the events in the other shaded areas. Note that the distance ranges are different in each case. The color version of this figure is available
only in the electronic edition.
instance, exhibit tilting (Psimoulis et al., 2014) that impacts
the estimation of ground motion even for periods close to 3 s.
The comparison with the FAS model for earthquake
ground motion shows that, for instance, we expect a magnitude 6.5 to be well recorded by GPS on both horizontal and
vertical components at periods larger than 2 s at 20 km distance in Switzerland (Fig. 1), whereas a magnitude 5 event
cannot be recorded at this epicentral distance with current
technology and processing strategies. In the case of the typical 100-km epicentral distance in Japan (Fig. 2), a magnitude 7 should be recorded by GPS above 3 s.
GPS Noise versus Earthquake Spectra. Even for large
earthquakes, the amplitude of ground displacement from
earthquakes decreases rapidly for shorter periods, and therefore intersects and falls below the resolution of the GPS
(Figs. 1 and 2). For the purpose of this study, we define that
GPS is able to record an event if the ground motion exceeds
the geometric mean of the noise level at long periods by at
least a factor of 3 (∼10 dB) as commonly assumed (e.g., Edwards et al., 2013). We can then define a minimum period at
which the signal can be recorded. This value of 3 is arbitrary
though commonly used in seismology, for instance, it is
conservative enough to account for the jagged shape of spectra for real events.
The minimum recordable period is useful because it indicates the minimal useful sampling rate. The frequency
threshold for which the ground motion exceeds the GPS
noise level depends on both the magnitude of the event and
the distance to it. Figure 3 summarizes the recording capabilities of GPS in terms of magnitude, distance, and corresponding minimum recorded period, assuming the GPS
noise level is given by the mean noise level of the PPP recordings (see Fig. 1), that is, representative of what can be

achieved in real time. The unshaded areas correspond to
events that cannot be recorded. In the case of Switzerland
(Fig. 3a), events of magnitude 5.6 and larger can be recorded
on average at 10 km distance, and events of magnitude 6.6
and larger at 100 km distance. Using the minimum and maximum GPS noise levels, at 100 km, the minimum recorded
magnitude ranges between 6.4 and 6.9. For Japan (Fig. 3b),
magnitude 6.8 events and greater can be recorded at 100 km
(min–max [6.7–7.1]), whereas one cannot expect to record
events smaller than 7.5 at 300 km distance. The magnitude
difference between Switzerland and Japan, controlled by the
FAS model, increases from 0.1 at 5 km to 0.3 at 100 km and
is due to the stronger attenuation in Japan according to the
FAS models.
Improving the minimum event magnitude that can be
recorded at a given distance requires decreasing the noise
level of the GPS. Postprocessed GPS time series allow a
reduction of one order of magnitude (Fig. 4): at 100 km distance, a magnitude 6.4 could then be recorded in Switzerland
and a 6.7 in Japan in the horizontal component (a 0.1–0.2
magnitude improvement). These postprocessed data are
available for developing ground-motion prediction models
but not for real-time applications.
Influence of the Sampling Rate. The minimum period that
can be recorded is represented by the shaded areas in
Figures 3 and 4. It decreases with the size of the earthquake
and increases with distance (the behavior of the sufficient
sampling rate is the opposite). The size of the event controls
the amplitude of the whole spectrum and therefore the shortest period that can be recorded. Moreover, these short periods
are filtered out with increasing distance. Increasing the sampling rate of GPS beyond 1 Hz would therefore improve the
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Figure 4. Recording capability of GPS in postprocessing mode
(average GAMIT noise level) for Switzerland. Interpretation is
same as Figure 3. The color version of this figure is available only
in the electronic edition.
recording of earthquakes at short distances, especially large
magnitude events.
The current standard sampling rate of 1 Hz, corresponding to (and theoretically including) a 2-s cutoff period filter to
avoid aliasing, is sufficient for the magnitude–distance couples displayed in the dark shaded area in Figures 3 and 4
(minimum recorded period of 2 s or larger). Shaded areas
other than the darker one indicate that an increase in the
GPS sampling rate is required to fully exploit the capability
of the GPS for these magnitude/distance combinations.
Figure 4 (postprocessing mode) suggests that, for the Swiss
model, 1 Hz sampling rate is sufficient to capture motions
corresponding to events of magnitudes 5.7 to 5.9 events at
20 km distance, whereas a 2 Hz sampling rate would be useful for larger events. A 5 Hz sampling rate would be sufficient to record all the considered events from 5 km onward.
In Japan, the same analysis shows that a sampling rate of
5 Hz is sufficient to capture all available energy from events
at 5 km distance and a magnitude up to M w 7.5. It should
however be noticed that the results for large magnitude
events (above 7) have not been calibrated with data and
should be interpreted with care. Figure 4 shows that a higher
sampling rate would be necessary to fully record events in
the near field (below 10 km for magnitude 6 events and
30 km for magnitude 7), as also shown by Smalley (2009)
using records at 3-km epicentral distance of magnitude M w 6
and 7.4 earthquakes.
It has been shown (Psimoulis et al., 2014, 2015) that the
Tohoku-Oki earthquake had been well recorded above 3 s up
to 1000 km distance by GPS instruments. This demonstrates
that the 1 Hz sampling frequency (Nyquist frequency of
0.5 Hz or 2 s) is the limiting factor for the period range
of observation in this case. Although the Tohoku-Oki event
is not covered by our modeling hypotheses, other earthquakes have been well recorded by high-rate GPS (Miyazaki
et al., 2004; Bilich et al., 2008; Larson and Miyazaki, 2008;
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Figure 5. Recording capability of GPS in real-time mode
(mean GPS PPP noise level) in terms of retrieval of the peak
ground velocity (PGV) value for Switzerland. Maximum ground
velocity (MGV)/PGV denotes the ratio between the estimated
maximum ground velocity value potentially recorded by a GPS
and the actual PGV. Solid lines correspond to a 5 Hz sampling
rate, dashed line to a 1 Hz rate. The error bars express the variability due to the used waveforms (different simulation parameters). The color version of this figure is available only in the
electronic edition.
Yokota et al., 2009; Delouis et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2010;
Allen and Ziv, 2011; Avallone et al., 2011; Houlié et al.,
2011, 2014; Lay et al., 2011; Yue and Lay, 2011; Mitsui and
Heki, 2012; Zheng et al., 2012; Kelevitz et al., 2017). A case
study is presented in the Observations from the 2008 Iwate–
Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake section.
Capability of GPS to Record PGV
We now investigate the capability of GPS to record the
PGV in real time. PGV is an important IM for intermediate
periods for damage assessment. The quality of the estimate
of PGV that can be retrieved with high-rate GPS is therefore
a good measure of how useful the recording is for engineering seismology. It is commonly thought that GPS is not able
to perform well for this IM. We therefore developed synthetics to show to what extent GPS is capable of recording
the true PGV.
As explained in the Stochastic Ground-Motion Models
section, for a given magnitude and distance couple, we generate from the Swiss stochastic model (Edwards and Fäh,
2013) a set of synthetic waveforms for different stress drops
and κ values. A corresponding set of GPS waveforms are
then generated, which accounts for the GPS noise by applying a four-pole low-pass filter at the minimum usable period.
We then compute the PGV from the original synthetic waveform and the MGV from the GPS traces. The GPS sampling
rate is also simulated with a low-pass filter at the Nyquist
frequency: 5 Hz (optimal record of the event) and 1 Hz (typical rate of current networks) are used. In Figure 5, we plot
the MGV/PGV ratio for events with magnitudes between 5.5
and 7.5 as a function of distance from the rupture. This ratio
decreases with distance: the increasing corner period of the
filtering is not compensated by the shift of the frequency content toward longer periods. In the near field, the opposite is
true. It can be noticed that the single-station interevent vari-
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GPS network would record a high percentage of PGV, not
only very close stations. Figure 5 also clearly shows that
PGV is even more challenging to recover when recording at
a 1 Hz sampling rate only: a significant decrease in PGV is
noticed at short distances, up to 40 km for Mw 7.5 events,
resulting in a saturating or even increasing MGV/PGV ratio
with distance.
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(a) U.S. Geological Survey ShakeMap of the M w 6.9
Iwate–Miyagi Nairiku event and PGV from strong-motion stations
(diamonds) compared to MGV derived from GPS (circles, station
numbers provided). Crosses represent GPS stations that failed recording the event. The source extent is from Yokota et al. (2009).
Good agreement between the ShakeMap and the GPS dataset suggests that the GPS data could have been integrated in a postprocessed version. (b) Distribution of the MGV/PGV ratio for the
available GPS stations. The fitted distribution uses the median
and the L1 norm. The color version of this figure is available only
in the electronic edition.

ability (τ) for PGV is about 0.3–0.4 (natural logarithm) according to recent GMPEs (Douglas and Edwards, 2016),
which corresponds to a variability (one standard deviation)
of "35%–50%. It means that biases of 10% or 20%,
although systematic toward lower values, are not large compared to the expected variability of PGV for a single event at
a given distance from the source.
As already shown in Figure 3, events of magnitude 5.5
are poorly recorded by GPS, whereas events of magnitude 6
can be partly recorded in the near field (Fig. 5). Low ratios
(below 60%) are retrieved for events of magnitude 6.5 and
lower at distances from 10 km onward. The PGV is however
well retrieved (nearly 80% at short distances, 50% at 100 km)
for events of magnitude 7 and above. The effect of distance is
less pronounced for these events, which means that a whole

Observations from the 2008 Iwate–Miyagi Nairiku
Earthquake
The 2008 Mw 6.9 Iwate–Miyagi Nairiku event has been
recorded by GEONET stations up to 200 km from the epicenter (Yokota et al., 2009; Hobiger et al., 2012; Lucca et al.,
2012). According to our model, GPS can well record such an
event up to about 100 km (Fig. 3). Unfortunately, no data are
available for the two stations (0913, 0796) closest to the epicenter due to a communication-line outage. We processed the
data available in the area following the strategy defined by
Houlié et al. (2011) that allows describing both static and
dynamic motions associated with a seismic wavefield (Houlié et al., 2014). We show the comparison of computed MGV
from GPS data with the PGV from the U.S. Geological Survey ShakeMap produced using strong-motion data within
hours following the event in the first 50 km (Fig. 6). GPS
data collected by the GEONET enable us to compute GPSbased MGV values that could have contributed to the ShakeMap. A comparison of the GPS MGV with the ShakeMap
PGV values in Figure 6b shows that on average the difference between the two datasets is about 25% although some
outliers exist. According to Figure 5, about 60% or more of
the PGV is retrieved in the first 50 km for an event of this
magnitude, which is consistent with the observations.

Conclusions
We showed that GPS is able to provide critical data at
intermediate to long periods (T > 0:5 s) for hazard assessment although the current standard sample rate for GPS is
only 1 Hz (Nyquist period of 2 s). A useful estimate of
PGV can even be retrieved for large earthquakes (M w > 7).
Given current processing techniques, the standard GPS sampling rate of 1 Hz is sufficient for far-field recordings of
earthquakes. Higher sampling rates (5 Hz or more) would,
however, be required to record all possible on-scale energy
for near-field records (i.e., for stations located within a 10km epicentral distance for magnitude 6 events and within
30 km for magnitude 7) and for megathrust earthquakes
at larger distances. This higher sampling rate is particularly
crucial to retrieve more accurate estimates of PGV in the near
field. We find that using sampling rates above 5 Hz does not
provide any additional information for earthquake groundmotion recordings except at very short distances (below
5 km). This is true even using more accurate postprocessed
methods. PGV values (especially those extracted using postprocessed data) can complement PGV datasets from seismo-
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logical stations when developing ground-motion models,
especially for large events where GPS data are available at
short distances. Moreover, real-time GPS processing methods such as PPP would allow integration of high-rate GPS
data in near-real-time seismological products such as
ShakeMap.
Given the density of the local GPS networks, we can
expect GPS receivers to start recording events with M w > 5:8
for station spacing of 30 km, as is the case in Switzerland and
Japan. Those performances can be achieved even in real time
using either RTK or PPP processing strategies. This value
can go down to Mw > 5:6 in Switzerland in postprocessing
mode. The usefulness of GPS in real-time monitoring can
be improved by reducing the difference in displacement
resolution between real-time and postprocessed GPS data
(currently greater than one order of magnitude), and the
multipath environment (an order of magnitude within RTK
accuracies).
The variability of ground motion (assumed to be covered
by an SNR of 3 in this study) imposes an additional uncertainty on the capabilities of GPS in terms of magnitude and
distance. Our results should therefore be taken with care: the
designer of a GPS network should account for this variability
when using the provided numbers. However, this study indicates the scale of what can be achieved on average with
GPS recordings.
Modern strong-motion stations installed with high care
to avoid site failure and consequent tilting can reach a better
noise performance than GPS up to 50 s. In countries with
moderate seismicity like Switzerland, it may therefore be
worth investing in such high-quality strong-motion installations (Michel et al., 2014). In regions with high seismicity, it
is clearly worthwhile to collocate strong-motion stations with
high-rate GPS, especially at soft sediment sites, to ensure the
recording of the entire wavefield. In any region, real-time
high-rate GPS displacement records have a clear potential
to be used in earthquake early warning.

Data and Resources
Global Positioning System (GPS) data of Japan were
acquired through Geographical Survey Institute (GSI) of
Japan from http://datahouse1.gsi.go.jp/terras/terras_english.
html (last accessed June 2016). RTNet 1 Hz GNSS Earth
Observation Network System (GEONET) data are provided
by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan via the
Nippon GPS Data Services Company. Processed results were
made available online at http://www.rtgps.com/rtnet_
pppar_honshu_eq.php (last accessed June 2016). U.S. Geological Survey ShakeMap of the Iwate event was downloaded
from https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/
usp000g9h6#shakemap (last accessed June 2016). GIPSY
software can be obtained from https://gipsy-oasis.jpl.nasa.gov
(last accessed January 2017).
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